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Glioblastoma are characterised by high proliferation rate and invasiveness and
previous studies revealed an impact of genes linked to ionbalance on these
properties (not shown). The Glioblastoma dataset did not include genes of
interest, but Human Microarrey data from cerebral cortex samples provided
four correlates
(r-value between 0.65 and 0.77) to genes of interest
included in the Glioblastoma dataset:
•ERBB3 (receptor thyrosin-protein kinase erbB3) involved in pathways leading
to cell proliferation and differentiation
•SOX8 (transcription factor SOX8) involved in development and determination
of cell fate
•LRRTM4 (leucine rich repeat transmembrane neuronal protein 4) involved in
development and maintainance of the vertebrate nervous system
•MYC (transcription factor MYC) correlates with two genes of interest and is
involved in the regulation of two other genes of interest … as well as about
15% of all human genes

Expression pattern of
correlated genes
Assessing gene
expression patterns (i.e.
ubiquitous expression or
enrichment in
surrounding tissue, tumor
tissue, invading cells,
tumor core or borders; see
scheme to the left) proved
difficult, because each
gene is only investigated
in one section per donor.
Correlated genes may
show a similar expression
pattern to genes of
interest (not shown)
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Summary
Glioblastoma dataset did not include genes of interest, but Human Microarrey provided
four correlates to genes of interest included in the Glioblastoma dataset (ERBB3, SOX8,
LRRTM4 & MYC). MYC was particularly interesting, because it correlates to two genes of
interest and links back to two other genes of interest. Correlates may show similar
expression pattern.

